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About Us

Core Design Gallery is an 
exclusive boutique art gallery that 
represents the face of Malaysian 
contemporary artists and their 
cutting edge artworks.

With its main philosophy of holding 
major shows that have critical 
values and museum qualities, 
Core Design Gallery aims to 
create massive awareness on 
the significance of Malaysian  
contemporary art through solid 
art management and important 
publications.

The gallery is committed to 
promoting and developing the 
artists to achieve international 
standard and global recognition 
for their quality artworks.
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By Scarlette Lee

Embarking on a new terrain as a local 
Malaysian private gallery

For the past 10 years, the space of Core Design 
Gallery has always been exhibiting works of art on 
its walls. We lacked the chance to work with an 
artist who can work on a site-specific installation 
art that uses the majority of the space to be part 
of the artwork and the visitors themselves become 
part of the art. We have always wanted to create 
something visually that shouldn’t quite be there 
and stands out in an obvious manner, and yet 
somehow fits in the surroundings in a peculiar way. 
This opportunity came by when we chance upon 
Ain Rahman, a multidisciplinary artist who wanted 
to create a large scale installation art in the space 
of a private gallery. 

We first met the artist in November 2020 during 
our invite her to join one of our group exhibitions. 
Only at the age of 27 years old, the petite size Ain 
has proven her maturity as an artist far beyond 
her peers. To start with, Ain has a strong basic 
formalistic skill in the principle and element of art 
as evident in her charcoal drawing works. She also 
a very hands on artist who insist on the perfection 
of her own craftsmanship; welding her own steel 
sculpture, taking videos of her own performance, 
taking photography of subliminal images or even 
writing poetry of her thoughts and senses. Every 
element of her practice morphs into a piece of art 
that reflect the similar ethereal and mystical aura 
found in her charcoal drawings. As if every aspect 
of her personality and charisma along with her art 
is curated to reflect a living symbol of an artist of 
multidisciplinary practices.

Upon further discussion with her and understanding 
her portfolio of works especially the installation art 
she did for her master’s degree, her multidisciplinary 
practices got us excited to a point that we wanted 
to offer her a project exhibition through our own 
initiative known as Core platform to showcase her 
various works of charcoal drawings, photography, 
videography, installation art and even her 
performance art to introduce her as the next exciting 
emerging artist for the Malaysian contemporary art.

Idealising the concept of art and 
architecture as one collaborative entity

We had a series of in depth discussions between 
Chun Hooi of Core Design Workshop, Ain Rahman 
and myself concluded that the best impact forward 
was with the idea of a large scale installation art 
that fills up the lower ground space of Core Design 
Gallery. 

Installation art especially large scale installation 
is exciting and daunting at the same time. More 
often that not, installation art is rather site-specific 
and once the display is over, the materials are 
disassembled and kept in storage. Chun Hooi 
wanted to “prolong” the journey of installation art 
which is often known for its ephemeral characteristic. 
With the idea of recontextualising the life span of 
installation art, Chun Hooi finally came out with the 
3D design of a large scale cuboid along with the 
odd size cube steel structure that “sit” awkwardly 
against the white gallery space to “house” the 
assemble of Ain’s fabric, thread and steel install. 
With the help of Fairuz Paisan (Po Oi) to build the 
structure, both Chun Hooi and Po Oi came out a 

steel frame system that can be dismantled and 
reassembled again. This enabled the potential of 
this installation art to continue its journey into the 
future to engage in different spaces at different 
times with different people. 

The concept of having art and architecture design 
collaboration was something that Chun Hooi and 
myself have been wanting to embark on since the 
start of Core Design Gallery. As we believe cross-
disciplinary practices can bring different potentials to 
contemporary art and contemporary architecture 
design in Malaysia. This idea is not something new, 
globally there have many of such collaborations. 
For example the renown contemporary artist Ai Wei 
Wei with Herzog & de Meuron Architekten on the 
Bird Nest National Stadium in Beijing. Finally for the 
first time in 10 years, the first collaboration between 
Ain Rahman as an artist and Core Design Workshop 
as an architecture design firm to push the potentials 
of combining the practices of art and architecture 
design.

“Interactive” installation … through the 
virtual world in the face of pandemic

The basic foundation of the steel frame was build 
and installed in June. We were supposed to start the 
install of the exhibition in month of May. However 
beginning of May, the announcement of MCO 3.0 
came in followed by NRP Phase (National Recovery 
Plan), there seems to be no end to huge rising 
number of Covid cases. It is a bleak and gloomy 
times for the country, it has also been mentally and 
physically suffocating for Malaysians after so many 
months of lock down.  As for the art industry being a 

non essential sector, we cannot put up any physical 
exhibition for visitors to come and view the works as 
the government SOP only allowed online exhibition 
or video streaming. Rather than viewing all these 
confines as struggles, we had to think creatively 
to challenge the norm by taking the experience 
of viewing installation art differently into the virtual 
world. 

Quite a number of art galleries or artists initiatives 
have resorted to online viewing for their works of 
art. Many of these online exhibitions presents high 
resolution images of paintings and some even take it 
a little further by creatively montaging the painting/s 
on a white wall of an interior space to enable better 
viewing experience. The online viewing experience 
for paintings are possibly feasible to engage the 
audiences, however large scale art installations or 
assemblage does have some degree of limitations  
as two dimensional photo imageries cannot provide 
the immersive experience that installation art 
requires of its audiences. We wanted to take digital 
viewing to a different level by allowing viewers to 
virtually “engage” with the process of art making 
and “immerse” in the installation art. The main 
crux of this digital viewing is the whole experience 
becomes the “art” and not the mere focus on the 
finished art piece. 

Virtually “engage” a different way forward

In this fast paced world, with the advancement 
of digital technology where everything just a click 
away, we have been moulded in our mindset to see 
the impact of the finished product. Rarely, we are 
concerned about the process making of a product  
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and even more rarely the “art” in process making. 
The idea of showing process making on videos is 
not something new, short and snappy one or two 
minutes time lapse video is very fast and exciting 
for many people in today’s era. However it just 
become a form for showing the technical process, 
lacking the ability to fulfil the void of creativity and 
artistic senses. This whole concept of showing  the 
process making of art is to remind us that life is a 
journey, not a destination. 

After discussion with the artist, we wanted to create 
a series of live streaming that shows her process 
making in real life while hinging on her skills as a 
performance artist as well. As expected, the process 
of assembling her installation is slow and painstaking. 
Her movements languid yet mesmerisingly 
immersive. The idea behind this live streaming of 
process making serves to remind us the “art” in 
the process of making a work of art; to understand 
and appreciate how artists begin a project and 
let the creative process take control. The soothing 
and calming effect of Ain’s performative action 
in assembling her materials seems to transport us 
to an ethereal world; away from the reality of this 
never ending pandemic, mediating the role of art 
as a form of spirituality while transforming the whole 
experience of performative process into another 
“form” of art. 

Behind the scene challenges

During the process of installation, perhaps many 
do not understand the struggles the artist went 
through especially during the lock down times. 
Even for Ain to travel down from Kelantan to come 
to Klang Valley to put up her install faced with 
various challenges. Businesses were not allowed 

to open, factories were closed and to source for 
artistic materials for any artist was a nightmare and 
affected the productivity of artworks. Prior to the  
complete lock down Ain spent few months calling 
and finding source of the specific fabric material 
she wanted but to no avail. She was adamant on 
quality of her fabric that must fulfil the criteria of her 
final visual : translucent enough to allow the light to 
shine through, certain shimmering texture to reflect 
her video projection, soft enough to flow yet can 
hold its form and most importantly it needed to be 
in black to create a sense of mystery and aura to 
its overall composition. We tried convincing her to 
compromise by using what was available; similar 
quality fabric but in white silvery colour. She did 
try to make do with the available source however 
she ended up taking down the whole assemble of 
fabrics after several days of installing them. To her, 
compromising her idea and visual that took months 
to conceptualise would mean compromising the 
effects of the final installed piece. Not giving up, 
she finally found the exact material from an online 
source. We respected the fact that the integrity 
of her art is the pillar of her artistic process. Thus, 
allowing her the time and space to achieve the 
intended effect rather than rushing her to complete 
the install. 

“Immerse” Deep the Sea, Above Galaxy

Deep the Sea, Above Galaxy is meant to engage 
us on multiple levels, activating our senses to 
experience art in a new way; touch, sound, smell as 
well as vision are explored to convey the artistry of 
installations. The main focus is centred on the idea 
and impact of this subliminal self portrait of the artist  
that seduces the viewer into its ethereal world, to 
stop think for a second, reflect and question the 

notions around it, the world and within oneself, as 
if weaving a lingering message and impact within 
mind of the viewer. 

There is a strong parallel between installation and 
theatre. Deep the Sea, Above Galaxy is a multi 
sensorial installation of visual, sound and smell 
plays to the viewer who is expected to be at once 
immersed in the narrative experience that surrounds 
him/her and maintain a degree of self-identity as 
a viewer. In this case, the narrative experience 
that Ain intended is her own self-portrait and self-
reflection, the assemble of fabric and sculpture 
mimics the movement of diving deep into the sea 
and above the galactic skies as if in a quest for 
freedom, seeking for the perfect world away from 
this chaos. The sound of deep sea, the fogged and 
misty surrounding (created by the fogging device) 
along with billowy fabric that move fluidly with air 
seem to absorb the viewer subconsciously into a 
surreal and ethereal world with a light of hope at 
end of the tunnel despite having their physical 
presence in reality. 

Despite the constant challenges we faced during 
the lockdown, this lock down has pushed ourselves: 
gallery, artist and collaborating design architect to 
manoeuvre creatively within the constraints of this 
environment. The concept of engaging the viewers 
digitally by virtually streaming the process making 
of art and also the final install seemed apt in this 
current situation. Most importantly, as Malaysia 
starts to move into the recovery phase with its high 
vaccination rate, just like Ain’s message of hope 
in Deep the Sea, Above Galaxy,  we too can start 
seeing the light at the end of the tunnel.
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Deep the Sea, Above Galaxy

In Ain Rahman’s new art presentation, ‘Deep the 
Sea, Above Galaxy’, intricately woven sculptures 
join with video to form a single large installation that 
fills up Core Design Gallery. The staging of ‘Deep 
the Sea, Above Galaxy’ in fact intersects ideas of 
art, design and the use of space that have always 
motivated Core Design Gallery. The gallery itself is 
a marriage between husband Tan Chun Hooi, an 
interior designer and architect, and Scarlette Lee, 
Director and founder of Core Design Gallery. As 
they consider ways art can be an emotive object 
that fills our lives and homes, they continue the 
deep-seated commitment Core Design Gallery 
holds to supporting emerging and experimental 
artistic practice in Malaysia, situating it alongside 
the blue-chip local artists the gallery champions.

Ain first caught the attention of Chun Hooi when 
she was invited to participate in the 2021 group 
exhibition ‘The Red Dot’ at Core Design Gallery. 
Struck by the nuances of storytelling and usage of 
space in her work, Chun Hooi felt a strong parallel 
between what Ain was producing and marriages 
of art and architecture that had been taking place 
on an international level, both in critical art spaces 
such as Serpentine Gallery London as well as global 
cultural events such as the 2008 Beijing Olympics, 
where Ai Wei Wei was invited to collaborate with 
Herzog de Meuron on the Beijing National Stadium. 
Chun Hooi immediately felt that a similar opportunity 
was available to collaborate between himself as a 

designer, Ain as a fine artist and Core Design Gallery 
as an art gallery, in an experiment on furthering the 
precincts not only what art can be, but the ways 
in which it can be presented and experienced. 
The immersive experience sought here was to be a 
radical way to not only examine the creation and 
presentation of Malaysian contemporary art as a 
whole, but a route through which design might offer 
possibilities for establishing an increasingly intimate 
relationship between an artist and their audiences.

Born in 1994 in Kelantan, a state on the East Coast 
of Malaysia and often referred to as the country’s 
‘cradle of culture’, Ain graduated from prestigious 
Malaysian university UiTM’s Fine Art department with 
a First-Class Degree in Bachelor of Fine Art (Hons.). 
In 2021 she held her first virtual solo exhibition, an 
indication of her commitment to new modes of art 
production and presentation, at Tumbuktikus Virtual 
Gallery. ‘Deep the Sea, Above Galaxy’ is another 
first for the young female artist as her first physical 
solo exhibition, which provides new ways for Ain 
to expand on her experiments in making art and 
communicating with an audience.
Upon graduating from UiTM Ain returned to 
Kelantan to continue her studio practice. Kelantan 
is a state where several distinctly Malay crafts are 
deeply embedded. Over the years Ain has found 
the impact of Kelantanese culture and Malay 
heritage has emerged in her work, both in the 
conceptual and technical arenas, in ways that 

By Zena Khan
Ain Rahman preparing materials for 

assembling Deep the Sea,
Above Galaxy
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often have a distinct air of recognisability, through 
the incorporation of household objects either 
suspended from or built up through thread as well 
as large physical objects such as wooden boats, 
Ain’s practice tends towards more geometric 
woven shapes. She harnesses the emotive power 
of abstraction as a tool through which her stories, 
observations and questions are communicated. 
‘Deep the Sea, Above Galaxy’ reminds audience 
that Ain is in-fact a multi-disciplinary artist who has 
traversed photography, sculpture, drawing and 
video through an exploration of space and creation 
of an immersive atmosphere.

Ain’s technical and conceptual efforts in ‘Deep the 
Sea, Above Galaxy’ have their roots in the charcoal 
drawings and performance pieces seen in her 
MA thesis. The subtleties of compressed charcoal, 
which hold texture and shades of dark and light, 
are immediately present in the weaves of her thick 
black thread sculptures. Ain creates areas of dark 
and light, ever conscious of the impact negative 
space holds. She extends this in an architectural 

sense with the long tunnel that forms the main 
body of ‘Deep the Sea, Above Galaxy’ and thread 
wrapped freestanding sculpture that accompanies 
it. Both these objects come together to illustrate a 
concern with geometry and how we move through 
and inhabit spaces around us- be they physical or 
metaphysical.

Concerns with the metaphysical bring Ain back 
to Kelantan and Malay culture. The Malays are 
known to be equally consumed with myths and 
religious philosophy, often turning to oral traditions 
or performances as a way to record and transmit. 
‘Deep the Sea, Above Galaxy’ records the story 
of Ain via a subliminal self-portrait. Instead of a 
representational work that depicts her physical 
likeness Ain considers all those elements that 

make her whole, from the stories that coloured 
her childhood to her own lived experiences and 
observations. She subtly reminds audiences of 
the complexity of human existence by turning to 
a diverse range of media, including a video and 
poetry that she writes and inscribes. As audiences 
walk through and around ‘Deep the Sea, Above 
Galaxy’, shrouded in fog and enveloped in sounds 
of the sea and Ain’s voice, they are able to inhabit 
a form of her own reality while bringing in their own 
views, thoughts and conclusions. As such Ain in 
fact comments on the way in which contemporary 
knowledge is gained, understood and shared 
on. Even when stemming from a series of facts, 
knowledge becomes coloured by the view of each 
person who encounters it, rendering it an ever 
shifting and evolving phenomenon.

This care for highly contemporary ways of existing 
and knowing are manifest in the very staging of 
‘Deep the Sea, Above Galaxy’. The exhibition is 
staged in the midst of the Movement Control Orders 
necessitated in Malaysia as a consequence of the 
Covid-19 pandemic. In this time of seclusion and 
isolation galleries and artists have sought ways to 
connect with art audiences in the face of limited 
physical interactions. Digital platforms have thus 
emerged as strong forerunners. Ain and Core Design 
Gallery harness this via a series of live streams that 
show various key stages in the exhibition’s installation 
and progression. Yet the heart of this project very 
much lies in the experiential experience. With 
characteristic quietness born of confidence from 
highly developed skill, Ain indicates her art burrows 
deep into society’s consciousness and desires, 
fulfilling them. An observational quality that bodes 
well for her continued artistic growth, it announces 
Ain as an artist whose works have the ability to sit 
well in both Malaysian and transnational contexts- 
rendering her an artist to watch.

Ain Rahman installing Deep the Sea, 
Above Galaxy

quiet seeping in of Kelantanese culture, as textiles 
are both a heritage craft and important cottage 
industry for the Kelantanese people. Reclaiming 
and repositioning textiles into the intellectual sphere 
of artistic production Ain grounds herself in global 
artistic discourse, where artists such as Anni Albers or 
Sheila Hicks progress textile from smaller or domestic 
discourse into a powerful visual tool that often 
accompanies multi-disciplinary art practices.
Parallels may be visually drawn between Ain’s 
works and those crafted by Chiharu Shiota, who 
represented Japan at the 56th Venice Biennale 
(2015). Both of these contemporary Asian female 
artists seek to use thread as a starting point to create 
immersive art experiences in which narratives 
envelop their audience. Yet while Shiota’s works 

often surprise her. Concurrently the research and 
work developed over both her BA and MA have 
carried weight in her current practice. Thus, it may 
be understood that Ain is an artist whom uses each 
experience as a stepping stone through which she 
navigates future development. Studying the textile 
sculptures that form the weight of ‘Deep the Sea, 
Above Galaxy’ provide a lens through which this 
notion may unfold.

Ain first sought out fabric and thread as potential 
mediums while on the BA course at UiTM. While at the 
time the choice felt like an experiment in medium 
that suited a young artist working in an ecology 
where Mixed Media has been a dominant genre, 
reflecting back on this choice today shows the 
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by Chun Hooi TAN

Beijing National Stadium. Wikimedia Commons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Beijing_

National_Stadium

photograph by Iwan Baan. Serpentine Pavilion 2012. 
Dezeen, https://www.dezeen.com/2016/02/14/video-
interview-serpentine-gallery-pavilion-2012-herzog-de-

meuron-ai-weiwei-excavation-movie/

On the 8th August year 2008, the world witnessed 
one of the greatest built structure opened in Beijing 
China, the Beijing National Stadium, also known 
as Bird’s Nest on the opening of Beijing Olympic 
2008. Little did we know the stadium was actually 
a collaborative design between Swiss architects 
Jacques Herzog and Pierre de Meuron of Herzog 
& de Meuron Architekten and Chinese artist Ai 
Weiwei, together with China Architecture Design 
and Research Group (CADG).

In year 2012 artist Ai Weiwei was again set to 
reunite with Herzog & de Meuron in a smaller scale, 
to design the 2012 Serpentine Gallery Pavilion in 
London. We could see the collaboration results not 
only in improved outcomes, but in more successful 
quality of a design and artistic work.
Subsequent to that, we have seen many successful 
collaborative works between artists and architects, 
like Harpa - Reykjavik Concert Hall and Conference 
Center in Reykjavik, Iceland, and Norwegian 
National Opera and Ballet in Oslo, Norway. They 
are the products of artistic creation and rational 
creativity coming together to create buildings that 
are simply remarkable.
“There is a thin line between art and architecture 
that often gets blurred. When artists and architects 
embrace this ambiguity and work together, 
remarkable things can happen.”    
                
John Cornachio @ archtizer.com
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Ever since it was founded in 2009 as a multi-
disciplinary design practice in the architecture and 
construction of buildings, Core Design Workshop 
had initiated an Art + Architecture programme on 
its side through the years by working closely with 
Malaysia contemporary art gallery, Core Design 
Gallery, observing movement of contemporary 
art industry in Malaysia and exploring potentials of 
bringing both contemporary art and architecture 
together in coherence, probing into new possibilities 
in finding one common working mechanism. 

In search for this collaborative, we had gotten 
ourselves involved in many roles in the contemporary 
art industry from designing gallery and exhibition 
spaces, art fair booth designs, curating art shows, 
artists video documentation to conducting design 
and art workshops.

In late 2020, we first came across the young artist 
Ain Rahman when Scarlette Lee the director of 
Core Design Gallery invited her to join a curated 
group exhibition. It was not her multi-disciplinary 
skills in art making that impressed us just but it was 
her emotional and sentimental approach to her 
art that lead to our collaborative proposal. We see 
a great potential of integrating both the artist’s 
emotional creativity and our architecture trained 
rational creativities. 

Contemporary architecture is often mesmerised 
and excited by the creativity of its form and the 
built environment, perceived or apprehended 
through its aesthetic and the functionality of the 
design. However in contemporary art, it is the value 
of artistic creativity that we apprehend and seek, 
the thought provoking experience that we yearn 
and indulge. As architect, we seek new creativities 
to our design approach, we understand how the 
mind works, be it driven by our rational thinking and 
critical approach. Nonetheless we do not deny the 
relevance of our emotional relation to creativities. 
If that such importance is acknowledged, the 
power of our emotional intelligence should not be 
undermined. With emotionality, we see another 

Harpa Concert Hall and Conference Centre, Courtesy 
of Henning Larsen Architects. Archdaily, https://www.
archdaily.com/153520/harpa-concert-hall-and-
conference-centre-henning-larsen-architects

Harpa Concert Hall and Conference Centre, Courtesy 
of Henning Larsen Architects. Archdaily, https://www.
archdaily.com/153520/harpa-concert-hall-and-
conference-centre-henning-larsen-architects

possibility of approach to creativity in design, the 
creativity which is driven not by critical thinking, but 
our emotional intelligence. 

And what is emotional architecture? 

In year 2001, a new addition to the original Jewish 
Museum Berlin by architect Studio Libeskind was 
opened in Berlin Germany. What the architect 
Daniel Libeskind brought about in his design was 
the expression of feelings of absence, emptiness 
and invisibility. It was the act of using architecture 
as a mean of providing visitors the narrative and 

emotional effects of the Holocaust on both the 
Jewish culture and the city of Berlin. To date, it is 
probably still one of the very powerful structures 
built that able to move visitors, allowing one to be 
brought to tears by simply experiencing the narration 
of the spaces. The perception of architecture and 
design is impacted by the occupants through the 
critical linking of the emotions. With emotional 
creativity, architect would be able to connect 
people not just with the physical environment but 
also with memories and trigger emotional responses 
with a place.
When we first met artist Ain Rahman, we learnt her 
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ideology and approach to art that requires more 
than just wall space to exhibit. I remembered she 
mentioned about sense and sensibility of her works 
and it was then we decided to collaborate with 
her on one larger than life installation work for her 
solo exhibition, to create an architectural form, a 
pavilion-like-structure that stands as like a giant 
parasite juxtaposed against the white exhibition 
space. A structure that houses an immersive 
environment allowing the artist, with unrestricted 
physical limitations to push her artistic expressions 
beyond the usual three-dimensional form.

From the architectural approach, we created a 
semi modular cuboid steel frame that appears 
hovering above the exhibition floor space and 
one floor sitting wall leaning three dimensionally 
distorted cube. Both structures are designed 
in seven feet length modular which can be 
dissembled and re-assembled for ease of logistic 
or transportation within spaces. The seven feet 
modular is rationalised from our traditional door 
height as the minimum requirement for a human to 
penetrate through the wall between two spaces. 
The size and arrangement of the two box forms are 
intentionally designed to appear oversized to the 
exhibition space, thus provoking a mild sense of 
tension to the visitors, forcibly leading them to look 
beyond the external outlook, to what is inside the 
forms rather. There is a cut-out in one of the floating 
corners to the cuboid where a projector will be 

Jewish Museum Berlin, image by Tim @ Archikey.com. 
Archikey, http://archikey.com/building/read/2680/

Jewish-Museum/198/

projecting artist’s own video works onto the tunnel 
of the cuboid, presenting an additional layer of 
dimension to her multi-sensory works. 
Besides putting up the art installation in a physical 
exhibition, we had planned from day one that the 
installation would be presented in a digital way to 
the audience, after all half of the world are currently 
in lock down mode due the the ongoing pandemic 
and digital presentation would be apt and timely. 
The plan is to place still cameras capturing video 
footages of the multi sensory work and broadcasting 
live to the audience through social media platforms. 
However this actually post the biggest challenge 
to the project, as we would not know if we could 
capture the multi senses, the emotional essence of 
the work intended by the artist, and present it to the 
wide audience digitally via online live streaming.

Sense and sensibility, a collaborative project 
that brings a practising design architect and a 
contemporary installation artist together working 
on an immersive scale of architectural production 
of space and a multi sensory fine art installation, 
in hope to extend possibilities in searching for new 
approach to creativities. The objective is not to 
evaluate the types of approach to creativity, but 
to explore new possibilities and to rediscover their 
relevance and importance in both the contexts of 
contemporary architecture and art.

The interior is composed of reinforced concrete which reinforces the moments of the empty spaces and dead ends where only a sliver of light 
is entering the space. It is a symbolic gesture by Libeskind for visitors to experience what the Jewish people during WWII felt, such that even in 
the darkest moments where you feel like you will never escape, a small trace of light restores hope. One of the most emotional and powerful 
spaces in the building is a 66’ tall void that runs through the entire building. The concrete walls add a cold, overwhelming atmosphere to space 
where the only light emanates from a small slit at the top of the space.  The ground is covered in 10,000 coarse iron faces. A symbol of those 
lost during the Holocaust; the building is less of a museum but an experience depicting what most cannot understand. 
  
[www.arch2o.com/jewish-museum-berlin-studio-libeskind/ ]
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Installation of
Deep the Sea, Above Galaxy
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Close up composition of threads, 
fabrics and hanging sculptures 
(crystal spirits) in the installation of 
Deep the Sea, Above Galaxy
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Close up composition of threads, 
fabrics and hanging sculptures 
(crystal spirits) in the installation of 
Deep the Sea, Above Galaxy
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Crystal Spirits I
Steel Rod, Elastic Fabric, Elastic 
Thread and Acrylic Sheet
42cm(h) x 30cm(w) x 25cm(d)  
2021

Crystal Spirits II
Steel Rod, Elastic Fabric, Elastic 

Thread and Acrylic Sheet
55cm(h) x 30cm(w) x 18cm(d) 

2021
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Crystal Stars III
Steel Rod, Elastic Fabric, Elastic 
Thread and Acrylic Sheet
51cm(h) x 30cm(w) x 18cm(d) 
2021

Crystal Stars IV
Steel Rod, Elastic Fabric, Elastic 

Thread and Acrylic Sheet
47cm(h) x 30cm(w) x 14cm(d) 

2021
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Crystal Stars V
Steel Rod, Elastic Fabric, Elastic 
Thread and Acrylic Sheet
42cm(h) x 36cm(w) x 15cm(d) 
2021

Crystal Stars VI
Steel Rod, Elastic Fabric, Elastic 

Thread and Acrylic Sheet
47cm(h) x 30cm(w) x 16cm(d)

2021
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Crystal Stars VII
Steel Rod, Elastic Fabric, Elastic 
Thread and Acrylic Sheet
42cm(h) x 30cm(w) x 16cm(d)
2021

Crystal Stars VII
Steel Rod, Elastic Fabric, Elastic 

Thread and Acrylic Sheet
46cm(h) x 30cm(w) x 16cm(d)

2021
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Crystal Stars IX
Steel Rod, Elastic Fabric, Elastic 
Thread and Acrylic Sheet
44cm(h) x 30cm(w) x 13cm(d)
2021

Crystal Stars X
Steel Rod, Elastic Fabric, Elastic 

Thread and Acrylic Sheet
43cm(h) x 30cm(w) x 12cm(d)

2021
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